


Important safety instructions
*Make sure products are fixed correctly and stable

*Do not operate if wires and terminals are exposed.

*Do not cover vents on the side of the device and allow adequate space for
ventilation

*Only use the power adapter supplier with your DVR

Password information

User Name:admin

Password:

Note:no password
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NYXCAM DVR is designed specially for security and surveillance field which is an

outstanding digital surveillance product. It introduces embedded LINUX operating system

which is more stable. It introduces standard H.264 MP video compressed format and G.711A

audio compressed format which insures the high quality image and low error coding ratio.

Strong network services greatly enhance the network data transmission capacity and remote

control capabilities.

Part A Basic Operation

1.Hard Disk Installation

Nyxcam which sells security on Amazon was prinstalled one hard disk for use.

If there is no hard disk,please install a hard disk.

Note:DVR can run and monitor normally without hard disk, but it can’t record

and playback.

2.Starting
Plug the power supply and turn on the power supply switch. Power supply

indicator light shining indicates the video recorder is on. After finishing the startup

you will hear a beep, and the default setting of video output is multiple-window

output mode.

Note: Restart the power after the abnormal power off, DVR will automatically

recover the state before power off.

3.Log in

When the DVR boots up, user must log in the system provides the

corresponding functions with the user preview. There are two user settings which

are admin and guest; and they have no passwords. “admin” is the super user

preview; “guest” is the common user preview which have right to preview and

recording playback.

Password protection: If the password is continuous wrong seven times, the alarm

will start. (Through reboot or after half an hour, the account will be unlocked

automatically).Please modify your password in “User management” after first login.
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4.Turn Off
There are two methods to turn off the DVR which are soft switch and hard

switch.Right-click the DVR mouse,choose [Logout]

Note:The setting information must be saved before replacing the battery

otherwise the information will lose.

5.Preview
Log in normally and it will be the multiple-window preview status.

The system date, time and channel name are shown in each viewing window. The

surveillance video and the alarm status are shown in each window. The normal interface

have icons as bellow: channel name, recording mark, audio mark. when trigger alarm, it

will be display: video detection, video shelter, video loss and etc alarm mark.

Double left-click the mouse of your CAM NO,example CAM01,and then right-click

the mouse to set your camera display color.
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Brightness:This changes how light the image appears to be.

Contrast:This increases the difference between the blackest black and the whitest white in

the image.

Saturation:It alters how much color is displayed in the image.The higher the

saturation,the more bright and vivid colors will appear.

Hue:It changes the color mix of the image.

Gain:It can makes color vivid

Acutance:Increase or decrease the overall sharpness of the image.Increasing the

sharpness will also increase the level video noise that is visible.

2D/3D-DNR stands for 2 dimensional/3 dimensional digital noise reduction. These noise

reduction technologies can be divided into two categories - Spatial and Temporal. Spatial

noise reduction: Analyze individual frames of video, using special algorithm filter to

mitigate the effects of noise. Temporal noise reduction: Analyze frames in sequence to

differentiate pixels that likely represent noise.

Improve image quality for better object identification.

Reduced file size for lower bandwidth and storage requirements

Fewer false alarms for video motion detection

2D noise reduction works by analyzing individual frames of video, identifying

algorithmically and correcting those pixels that likely represent noise.

3D noise reduction on the other hand, additionally analyzes the differences between

successive frames in order to adjust pixels and improve fidelity. 3DNR generally produces

greater reduction in noise than does 2DNR, but with the drawback of tending to create

motion blur on moving objects in the field of a view.
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6. Encode Setting

Through encode interface,know to how to set high quality playback and remote monitor

function.You can change the resolution and bitrate settings as well as bit rate type.

Frame rate:The measurement of the rate that pictures are displayed to create a video
feed.It is an unit of measurement is frames per seconds(ftps)
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6.1 Standalone channel encode setting

Step 1: Locally operation,from [Main Menu]→[Syetem]→[Encode]

Step 2: Select channel 1,Set the resolution as 4M, Frame Rate(fps) as 15, Bit Rate(Kb/s)

as 3510;

Step 3: Select channel 2, set the resolution as 4M, Frame Rate(fps) as 15, Bit Rate(Kb/s)

as 3510. Locally select [Advanced], click [Copy] button;

Step 4: Select channel 3, locally choose [Advanced], select [Paste]. Channel 3 is the

same;Follow those steps for each channel.
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Step 5: Click [OK] and logout.

Note:Audio/Video icon show are all in reverse displayed, the video file is video and

audio multiplex stream.

6.2 Extra stream setting

Extra stream is used to monitor in PC client and mobile.

Step 1: Select enable Extra stream;

Step 2: Set the frame rate and bit rate. Channel parameter setting is the same.
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7.Recording Setting
Recording Setting includes recording length setting, time setting, time period setting and

etc. The following ways to find the interface of feature setting: [Menu] → [record] → [record].

Interface is as follow.
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7.1 Select Channel

Method one to select channel: Left click mouse to choose the channel number, the same

with all channel ,please choose “All”.

7.2 Redundancy

Select redundancy function, which can record file double backup, it says that you can

backup the recording to two hard disks simultaneously. Device should be installed two hard

disks, one is read-write disk, one is redundant disk.

HDD setting refer to the manual attached in CD.

7.3 Length

In normal condition (no alarm recording), each recording file will be default 60 minutes.

7.4 Prerecord

Before a alarm signal is detected, the DVR start to record a period time. For example,

prerecord time is set to 10 seconds, an alarm signal is detected at 10:00，DVR start to record the

detected file, start recording time is 9:59:50.
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7.5 Recording Function

Recording mode is divided into:Schedule, Manual ,Stop

Round box【Schedule】 is displayed in “black”, which is selected , otherwise it is not

selected. Regardless of the channel in any state, After selected "Schedule" button , the

corresponding channel record by Schedule;

Round box【Manual】is displayed in " black" ,which is selected, otherwise it is not

selected .

Regardless of the channel in any state, after selected "Stop" button, the corresponding

channel will stop recording.

[Type] set the recording type, there are three types : Regular, Detect, Alarm .

Regular: In the period settings for common video, video file type is "Regular";

Detect: In the period settings, trigger the " motion detection ", " video block ", " video loss

" ，alarm signal, and the corresponding alarm function is set to start the " detection recording "

state, the video file type is "M";

Alarm: in the setting time, trigger external alarm signal , and the " Alarm Input " function

is set to open, start the " detection recording " state, the video file type is "Alarm".
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[Period Time ] set recording time

Example: The following diagram interface ( select configurations, Wednesday ), the

following description of the time period set in accordance with the case on Wednesday

00:00-3:00 only common record, no video detection and external alarm recording. Video

format is an common video format, R format.

03:00-08:00 if they have video detection alarm and linkage of the recording, the recorded

video file is detected,otherwise there is not any recording documents.

08:00 - 09: 00,it do not record any document.

09:00-11:00, during this period, if they have an external alarm and linkage of the

recording, will record alarm video, A format.

11:00-24:00 within this period, if they have video detection alarm and linkage of the

video , will record detection recording , M format files , if they have an external alarm and

linkage of the video, will record alarm recording, R format.

When users select the video format, according to their needs to set each channel, it is

recommended to use the default (default time period is 24 consecutive hours, configuration,

general, detection, alarm simultaneously selected)

8.Playback
Playback includes recording query,recording playback operation.

[Main Menu]→[Record]→[Playback]

Playback interface
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8.1 Recording query

Select the time period and click query in the lower right corner ’ s of the interface

，finished query，click turn to the query interface.

In this interface, user can choose query again.
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【time period query】

【recording mode query】

After choosing query condition,click【confirm】，If there is a recording in the input query,

the recording which you query will be displayed in the recording playback interface on the

right side of the list, the list can accommodate up to 128 files at most.

8.2 Recording play

Double click the file in the list which you want to play, or click the play on
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Full scream Key function

play

recording playback

stop playback

slow play

reverse fast

fast play

last profile

next profile

last frame

next frame

loop control

full scream

Any operation above can be available when you play.

But please attention that you can not operate last frame and next frame ,these two

option in the yellow box, when you play, it become grey, it can be used when the file paused. A

single frame is broadcast and every 2 seconds back.Finished the playback: click the right

mouse button of the player interface, select【upwindow】

8.3 Backup

[Main Menu]→[Record]→[Backup]

Or [Main Menu→[Record]→[Playback],search video，select video and then click
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9.Picture storage ,Snapshot Conf
According to the settings,it store monitoring pictures.

【main menu】→【Snapshot Conf】

Attention: The disk you set up need to setting a "partitioned snapshot disk" type

installation disk, used to store pictures (please refer to the hard disk management).

Ps: The default software has not capture function
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10.Network setting
[Main Menu]→[System]→[Network]

Set DHCP enable

Make the equipment’s IP address and the router in the same network segment.

For example, the router IP address is 192.168.1.1, and the subnet mask is

255.255.255.0. According to the default setup, generally the default gateway is the

router IP address, so enter IP address 192.168.1.10 in the IE browser to achieve

visiting LAN equipment such as operating image surveillance in the public network

remote access equipment for monitoring. Detailed setup refer to “ Network setup

reference”.

DHCP(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol):Uses an appropriate server or router

to enable dynamic assignment of an IP address to device connetcted to the network.

IP Address:The address of a device attached to the network.Each device on the

network must use a unique address.IP adress range from 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255.

Each device on your network must have a unique ip address to identify itself.A typical

address might be”192.168.1.24” or someting similar.

Gateway:It is a router or node that routes traffic from a device on your home

network to outside network that providing access to the internet.

Subnet mask:It allows the flow of network traffic between host to be segregated

based on a network configuration.A typical address might be”255.255.255.255.” or

someting similar.
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11.Motion detect Setting

[Main Menu]→[Alarm]→[Motion Detect]

Motion Detection:It is main method used by your DVR to detect motion and is an

essential part of your home and business security system.It does this by comparing one frame

of video with the next frame.A certain amount of difference between these two frames is

interpreted as motion.Find the functions setup interface:
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11.1 Alarm setting

11.1.1 Channel

First, you can choose the channel which you want to setting in the behind of [Channel] the

drop-down box . [enabled] "check" the box, then the switch is open, otherwise it is closed.

Note: [enabled] determines the motion detection in the set is in force, they must be in the

set after check enable switch is open. Below is a selected channel, and open [enabled] interface

display.

11.1.2 Sensitive
The sensitivity has 6 levels, it is based on the sensitivity and range of moving and

intensity; lower sensitivity require higher level of moving range and intensity of the moving

object. The user can drop down box select the sensitivity, the default is "middle". Suggest to set

to choose the "highest" to avoid missing the motion detection alarm.

11.1.3 Region
Click the left mouse button [region], [setup], pop-up interface, the user can press and hold

the left mouse button to choose motion detection area, also can click the left mouse button to

choose in the box was not continuous regional choice, the "red" display area to carry out

motion detection regional, "black area" for non detection zone, after set up then quit the
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regional settings interface, system will save settings.Default regional settings to all the

detection area, recommended to default.

11.1.4 Set the alarm period time
Click the [alarm period time] ,then click[set],pop-up interface (the default is 24 hours of

testing, recommended to default, not modified). See as below picture:

At first,choose the date you want to set in the drop-down box , then setup the time period

of this date. You can set up four times at most, this four time periods can be continuous,

intermittent, overlapping. It is valid when time period in front of the box is "blue", otherwise it

is invalid. This is the "channel" as an example of a week removal time period setup.

Note: the time period should be correspond the time period Gantt chart display, click the

[confirm] set, save and up window. Click [Cancel], will cancel the setup this time, then up

window.

11.1.5 Time interval
In the interval of time setup (default 1 second), for example, multiple motion detection

only trigger one time.

11.2.1 Alarm output
When moving detection, set up corresponding linkage alarm output port of the external

equipment (such as alarm), external alarm to produce the corresponding reaction equipment,

after alarm output port should choose, some equipment is one of the output ports, some are two,

please note which one you want to choose.When the color turn to black it is be selected,

otherwise it is not selected.

The【Delay】which behind of 【Alarm output】is the continuous time of the alarm output

after alarm triggered. the default time is 10s. Users can set according to their own demands.
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11.2.2 Recording channel

The recording channel function is when motion detective in this channel, it will begin to

motion detective in the channel which be selected, and then and packaged as a file type for the

M recording file.The choosing of recording channel could be one to one,also can be one

to-many.Channel corresponding box be black is be selected, otherwise it is not selected, below

picture is the channel setup, channel 1(one to one),channel 1(one to-many).Generally suggest

user choose one to one type.

One to one:when generate an alarm in this channel, only linkage this channel to

recording.For example,,when channel 1 generate an alarm,channe l will start linkage

recording,and packaged a M recording profile.

One to-many: when generate an alarm in this channel,linkage the channel you choose to

recording, see below picture, when channel 1 generate an alarm, linkage the channel(2,3,5)to

recording , packaged a M type recording profile.

Recording delay,when trigger an alarm,the length of this linkage recording default

10s.Range 10-300.

As below picture, setup the recording delay as 300 seconds

The DVR will record 300 seconds after there something moving in the motion detection

area.
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11.2.3 Show Message
Alarm State will be shown on screen while alarm happening, and it will disappear after

clicking “ Sure ” . (The box next to “ Show Message ” is black after successfully enabled,

otherwise, it has not been enabled.)

11.2.4 Buzzer

The local device will be buzzing while alarm happening. (The box next to “Buzzer” is
black color after enabled successfully, otherwise, it has not been enabled. )

12 .1.Net Service---Send EMAIL
Make sure your email (BOTH SENDER ANDRECEIVER )

POP3/SMTP,IMP/SMTP,EXCHANGE,CARD DAV/CALDAV are available.

Note: for Email linkage, request to do settings under “Net Service”.

SMTP:this stand for simple mail transfer protocol.This is used to send an outbound email.

SMTP port:it is a port number used by a SMTP server to listen for email send

requests.This is specified by your email provider.
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12 .2.Net Service---FTP

Before using FTP function,use your computer or other server as FTP sever first.Search
right instruction on google.Set user name and password,port and so on.

Input your server IP address,port,user name,password to connect with your FTP sever.

PPPoE:it is point-to-point protocol over ethernet is the most common method that your
router uses to login your ISP to enable your internet connection.This setting also exists on your
DVR,but it only for advanced users as the configuration required is difficult to complete and
requires a modem-only device (or a modem/router set to modem-only)

DDNS(Dynamic DNS):it is a service that converts IP address into host names(this is a lot
easier than trying to remember an IP address.)This makes DDNS a good fit for home
networks,which normally receives an IP address from the ISP that will change occasionally.
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12 .3.Net Service---Cloud

Device ID is default

13.Abnormality

You can choose event type enable or disable for personal use.
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14.System general

System interface can make a change for system time,Date format,Language HDD

FULL status change,Video standard.

NTSC:it is the video system used in North America,Canada and some Latin

American countries.In NTSC mode,30 frames are transmitted each second.

PAL:it is the video system used in the United Kingdom.Australia and most

European countries.In PAL mode,25 frames are transmitted each second.

15.GUI Display
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You can make those changes for personal use.

Set Channel title through GUI Display interface.

16.Channel status

[Main Menu]→[System]→[Digital]→[Channel status]
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17.HDD Manage

[Main Menu]→[Advanced]→[HDD Manage]

Check your HDD(Hard Disk Drive) status,set your HDD as Read/Write type.

You can set other HDD(If you had installed other HDD by yourself) as snapshot,read only

redundant status for personal use.
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18.Account

Modify user,password through account interface.

19.Auto maintain

[Main Menu]→[Advanced]→[automaintain]

Set your DVR security system auto-reboot time,Auto-Delete old files never or custom

type.
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20.Device info

Set your device info as default status.

21.Restore

[Main Menu]→[Advanced]→[Restore]

Restore your DVR General, encode,record,alarm set,network,net service,output

settings,account,RS232 information because a wrong setting.
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Part B Remote Control

1. WEB Remote View

After connecting network, open IE browser,input device IP address to enter into the device.
For details please refer to the web client user manual.

Web log in interface

Web main interface
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2. CMS3.0

CMS software is used in a computer, and manipulates several device at the same time.

Log in Interface

Main Interface

Click Autoseacch button to search your device,and then add your DVR.
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Double click your DVR in monitor interface,you can view your video from NYXCAM
CMS.

3.Cloud server

By Cloud server, no mapping port, only need device ID, then you can remotely access the

device directly. For more details please refer to Cloud server user manual.

www.topscloud.net

Note: enter into System->Network service->Cloud, check out Server IP and device
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ID. As below

Input www.topscloud.net in your browser.

Log in interface

:
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Appendix 1. Remote controller operation

Serial
number Name Function

1
Multi-ch
annels
button

Multi-channels preview

2 Number
button

Password input/number input/
channel switch

3 【Esc】 Back to up window

4 Directio
n button Direction and OK button

5
Playbac
k
operate

Playback Basic operation

6 Record
control Enter into record menu

7
Remote
controlle
r

Input the number of DVR to
control it

8 FN Assistant function

Appendix 2.Mouse operation
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*Take right hand as an example

Operation Function

Double left click

Double click one item in the file list
to playback the video
Double click the playback video to
zoom in or out the screen

Double click the channel to make it
full screen display in preview
double click again to resume the
multi-channel display

Left click Choose according option in the
menu

Right click

Pop desktop shortcut menu in
preview state

Current shortcut menu in the
menu

Wheel button

Add or subtract number value in
the number setting

Switch the items in the combo box

Page up or down in the list

Move mouse Choose the widget or move the
item in the widget

Drag mouse
Set the motion detect area

Set the cover area
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If you have technical questions, account assistance, proposals, other
problems while using our products or software, and some related infos or
delivery details when placing your order, you can contact us via 2 methods:

*Email at support@nyxcam.com

*www.facebook.com/nyxcam

Search Nyxcam on Youtube to get hardware and software installation video
guide.

To request a warranty, return or exchange, please learn more information
on https://nyxcam.com/Warranty

Products Return Address in USA:
12000 Ford Road,suit 110,Dallas,TX,75234

www.nyxcam.com

http://www.facebook.com/nyxcam
https://nyxcam.com/Compatibilty
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